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Abstract

Consider a contest for a prize in which each player knows his own ability,
but may or may not know those of his rivals (the complete or incomplete
information regimes). Our main result is that, if the value of the prize is
high, more e¤ort and output are engendered under incomplete information;
whereas, if the value is low, that distinction goes to complete information.
We also examine strategic behavior of a "contest manager" who is privy to
information about the abilities of all the players. It turns out that, in order
to inspire performance, it is often better for him neither to reveal all nor to
conceal all, but to follow a middle path of partial revelation.
JEL Classi�cation: C70, C72, C79, D44, D63, D82.

1 Introduction

Consider a contest in which a prize is awarded to the highest output. Each player�s
output depends upon his innate ability, over which he has no choice, as well as
the e¤ort he chooses to undertake. We suppose, in keeping with the tradition in
much of the literature, that a player always knows his own ability. Beyond this, we
consider two information regimes: "complete information", where each player also
knows the abilities of his rivals; or "incomplete information", where each knows only
the probability distribution on their abilities, not the actual realizations. A natural
question arises: how does the information regime in�uence the contest? We show
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that the answer has to do with the value1 of the prize. If the value is high then more
e¤ort, hence also output, is engendered under incomplete information. In contrast,
if the value is low, then that distinction goes to complete information.
The intuition behind the result is extremely simple, and brought out with minimal

fuss in a binary world2 of two players, who could have either low or high ability, and
who could "shirk" or "work". If both have similar abilities, then the contest will be
evenly poised, and each player will �nd it worth his while to work since he gets half
a shot at the prize. But if their abilities are widely disparate, then the weak (strong)
will have a low (high) probability of winning the prize, regardless of the e¤ort levels
the two have chosen, with the upshot that neither will have incentive to work.3

We conclude that, under complete information, both will work if they have similar
abilities, and they will shirk if they are disparate. Now let us turn to incomplete
information. Here a player must choose his e¤ort level conditional only on his own
ability, since he does not know those of his rivals. He ascribes positive probability to
the event that the rival is similar to him, and � as was said � in this event it pays
for him to work. Thus, if the value of the prize is high enough, his expected gain from
e¤ort overcomes the cost of that e¤ort, even though the e¤ort goes waste when the
rival is disparate. Thus each player works unconditionally (regardless of his ability).
By the same argument, the situation is reversed for a low prize: the expected gain
is less than the cost incurred from work, so both shirk unconditionally.
Of course matters can become a bit more delicate when the disparity in abilities

is not too wide, because in this case the players may have incentive to work, even
when the prize is of low value and there is incomplete information. However, as the
analysis below will show, our result is not marred when we average on a domain of
ability pairs that is "reasonably" diverse.
Finally we ask what would happen if a "designer-manager" of the contest were

privy to information regarding the abilities of the players4. How should he reveal

1We assume similarity in players�valuations, i.e., everyone accords a high value to the prize, or
everyone accords a low value. ("Mixed" valuations are not considered in this paper, though our
techniques can be applied to that case as well.)

2But we shall emphasize only those results, and methods of proof, that go beyond the binary
world. (See the remarks in Section 3 for a heuristic discussion of various extensions of our model.)

3Put another way: the course of the contest is being determined mostly by innate abilities,
so why bother to undertake e¤ort that incurs signi�cant cost but has only minor impact on the
outcome? This problem is extremely important and is the raison de etre for handicaps, or other
devices for creating "level playing �elds", that in turn will spur competition. We bypass it only
because it lies outside the focus of this paper (but see,e.g., (6), (5), (13)).

4A possible scenario for this could be as follows. Suppose the track record of any player�s past
performance is enough to guage his ability. The rules of the contest could require every player to
(i) submit his track record to the manager, prior to the contest; and (ii) withhold this information
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information about each to the other, in order to inspire more performance? It turns
out that often he would do better not to reveal all or to reveal nothing, but to follow
instead a middle path of partial revelation.
Related Literature. There is a vast literature on contests for prizes, under

conditions of either complete or incomplete information (by way of a list that is
indicative, but by no means exhaustive, see (15), (11), (17), (10),(1),(14),(16), (4)
and the references therein). But to the best of our knowledge, there has been no
comparison of the two information regimes from the standpoint of generating more
competition and output. Nor have we come across the strategic revelation of infor-
mation by a contest manager in this setting.
There is also work � related in spirit � on the value of public information in

a Cournot duopoly, see in particular (7) and its references. Apart from the spe-
cial structure of the Cournot model, the authors in (7) assume that the �rms have
symmetric (complete or incomplete) information, in order to ensure uniqueness and
interiority of their NE. Otherwise they get "corner equilibia" for which their sta-
tic analysis becomes problematic (see section 4 of (7)). In our scenario, ex ante
symmetry of the players is not critical5, and indeed most of our equilibria are in
pure strategies, hence in the "corner". But perhaps the biggest di¤erence between
the Cournotian approach and ours lies in the point-of-view: they consider partici-
pants�payo¤s, whereas we focus on total output, though of course the two goals may
sometimes be in tandem (see Remark (5b)).

2 The Binary Model

There are two players who, for simplicity, are assumed to be risk-neutral and ex ante
symmetric. Each player i 2 f1; 2g can have one of two abilities6 a 2 f�; �g and
can choose one of two e¤ort levels e 2 f0; 1g = fshirk; workg. If i has ability a
then the output produced by i via e¤ort 0; 1 is given by a, k(a)a respectively for
some k(a) > 1:(This serves to de�ne a and k(a):)
The abilities �; � are picked independently for the two players with probabilites

�; 1� �. For both players, the cost of e¤ort 0 is 0 and that of e¤ort 1 is c > 0: Both
place the same value v > 0 on a prize, which is awarded to the player with the

from the other players. Indeed, unless the law of the land prohibits it, the manager has every
incentive to design the contest in this manner, since he stands to bene�t from strategic revelation
of the information so obtained.

5We assume symmetry for the most part purely for ease of presentation, and show how to relax
it in section 4.

6Both � and � are positive scalars.
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higher output, or randomized equally in case of a tie.
Scaling c and v by the same positive factor is tantamount to a change of units

in measuring players�payo¤s, and leaves the contest unchanged, so w.l.o.g. we �x c
and vary v: (We could vary the function k too, but do not do so in order to keep the
exposition simple.)
This well-de�nes the games �C(�; �; �; v); �I(�; �; �; v) of complete, incom-

plete information respectively.
The game �C(�; �; �; v) is made up of four constituent 2�2 bimatrix subgames

corresponding to the pairs (�; �); (�; �); (�; �); (�; �); (�; �) which occur with prob-
abilities �2; (1��)2; �(1��); (1��)�; with players similar in the �rst two subgames
and disparate in the other two. Here a player�s pure actions are to shirk or work,
and so a pure strategy in �C(�; �; �; v) is a map from the four ability pairs to the
two actions.
As for �I(�; �; �; v), it is a 4�4 bimatrix game, in which each player has the pure

strategies f0; 0g ; f1; 0g ; f0; 1g ,f1; 1g, where fe; fg means that he chooses e¤ort e
when his ability is �; and f when �:
We shall vary all the parameters �; �; �; v of our model, since our interest lies

not so much in any speci�c game as in the global behavior over a diverse domain
of games. To this end, let A � R++ and P � (0; 1) be arbitrary closed intervals of
positive length. And, for any v, let (�; �; �) 2 A�A�P be distributed according to
some measure � which assigns positive probability to every open set in A� A� P:
Our assumptions on the binary model are as follows.

Axiom 1 (Minimum Valuation) v > 2c:

This says that were the prize to be split equally, both players would work (since
v=2 > c): The axiom thus enables us to focus on the failure of work occasioned by
strategic competition, rather than inadequacy of the prize.

Axiom 2 (Monotonicity of Output) k(a)a is strictly monotonic in a 2 A:

In other words, the output of work goes up as ability increases.

Axiom 3 ( Su¢ cient Disparity).There exists (�; �) 2 A� A such that k(�)� < �.

The mild requirement here is that A be diverse enough to admit a "widely dis-
parate" pair (�; �) 2 A � A where � is so weak relative to � that he lags behind �
even if he works and � shirks.
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3 Main Result

For a clean statement of our result, we trim A � A a bit, by removing a negligible
subset. Let D = f(�; �) 2 A� A : � = �g ; and E1 = f(�; �) 2 A� A : k(�)� = �g,
and E2 = f(�; �) 2 A� A : k(�)� = �g : Thus D is the "northeasterly" diagonal
of the square A � A, and E1 is a monotonic curve above D (the intersection of
A � A with the graph of the function k(a)a de�ned on domain A), and E2 is the
re�ection of E1 around D: Removing these three curves from the square, we put
R = (A� A)�(D [ E1 [ E2).
Let us de�ne our space of games to be � � R�P; which di¤ers from A�A�P

only by a �� null set.
All the games in the space � have unique Nash equilibria (NE). (Indeed, as

we shall see, quite often the NE are in strictly dominant strategies (SD).) Tak-
ing this fact provisionally on faith, denote the average output in �C(�; �; �; v) and
�I(�; �; �; v) at the NE by �C(�; �; �; v) and � I(�; �; �; v): Then the overall output
on � engendered by a prize of value v under the complete and incomplete information
regimes is given by

�C(v) =

Z
�

�C(�; �; �; v)d�(�; �; �)

and

� I(v) =

Z
�

� I(�; �; �; v)d�(�; �; �)

We are ready to state our main result.

Theorem There exist 2c < v� < v+ < 1 such that �C(v) > � I(v) if 2c < v < v�
and �C(v) < � I(v) if v > v+

Proof Partition R into the two sets

R1 = f(�; �) 2 A� A : � > k(�)�g [ f(�; �) 2 A� A : � > k(�)�g
and

R2 = f(�; �) 2 A� A : � < �; � < k(�)�g [ f(�; �) 2 A� A : � < �; � < k(�)�g

(Each Ri consists of two regions which are mirror images of one another around
the diagonal D; with R2 adjacent to the diagonal. As mentioned earlier, one may
think of R1 as made up of ability pairs in R that are "widely disparate", and R2 of
the residual pairs that are "not-so-widely disparate".)
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Denote
� � c

v
and observe that, on account of Axiom 1, 0 < 2� < 1: Also given any ability pair
(�; �) 2 R; we shall say that � is weak and � is strong if � < �:
A routine calculation reveals that, under complete information, regardless of v

(and also necessarily of �; since � can have no e¤ect on NE of the subgames of
�C), players work if they are similar; and, if dissimilar, they shirk in region R1 and
"half shirk" in region R2: Precisely we have that, in the four constituent subgames
of �C(�; �; �; v); the unique NE are as follows:
(a) (1; 1) is SD if players are similar and (�; �) 2 R
(b) (0; 0) is SD if players are disparate and (�; �) 2 R1
(c) the weak, strong shirk with probabilities (1� �); � respectively if players are

disparate and (�; �) 2 R2
For the analysis of the incomplete information game �I(�; �; �; v), it will be useful

to consider two cases.
Case A (Large v ): 0 < 2� < 1� 2� < 1
Case B (Small v ): 0 < 1� 2� < 2� < 1:
The NE of �I(�; �; �; v), for the instances relevant for this proof, are as follows.

(Their veri�cation, also routine, is indicated in the Appendix).
(d) Case A and 2� < � < 1� 2� =) { work if weak &work if strong} is SD
(ea) Case B and 1� 2� < � < 2� and (�; �) 2 R1 =) {shirk if weak & shirk if

strong} is SD
(eb) Case B and 1 � 2� < � < 2� and (�; �) 2 R2 =) {shirk with probability

x = (1+��2�)=2� if weak & shirk with probability y = (2���)=2(1��) if strong}
is the unique NE
Now notice that, as v " 1; we have 2� # 0 and 1�2� " 1: Therefore P � (2�; 1�

2�) for large enough v;say v > v�: But then by (a), (b),(c) and (d), in conjunction
with the fact that players are chosen disparate with probability 2�(1��) > 0 in the
game �C(�; �; �; v), we have �C(�; �; �; v) < � I(�; �; �; v) for every (�; �) 2 R and
� 2 P (i.e., pointwise in �, not just on average) for v > v�:So, by continuity of the
unique NE, there exists v+ < v� such that �Cv) < � I(v) if v > v+:as asserted in the
theorem.
Next notice that as v # 2c we have 1�2� # 0 and 2� " 1: Therefore P � (1�2�; 2�)

for small enough v > 2c. Also observe that as v # 2c we have � " 1=2; hence , by
(c) and (eb), we see that for (�; �) 2 R2 the shirk probability of both the weak
and the strong converge to 1=2 as v # 2c in each of the games �I(�; �; �; v) and
�C(�; �; �; v) ,i.e., in the limit players behave the same, and so produce the same, in
the two games whenever their abilities are in R2 (although we might note in passing
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that, throughout the convergent process, the shirk probability of the strong in �C
= � > (2���)=2(1��) = shirk probability of the strong7 in �I , preventing us from
showing pointwise dominance8 of �C over �I , analogous to Case A.) But by (a), (b),
(ea) much more is produced in �C(�; �; �; v) than in �I(�; �; �; v) for (�; �) 2 R1.
Moreover R1 has positive �� probability (since Axiom 3 implies that R1 contains
an open set, and since � assigns positive probability to every open set). Thus, again
appealing to the continuity of unique NE, we infer the existence of v� as in the
theorem.�

3.1 Remarks

(1) (Complete Characterization of NE) We list the (unique) NE for all the
incomplete information games in � � (2c;1) that were ignored by us during the
proof of the theorem, being irrelevant there.
(f) In Case A, 0 < � < 2� =) {shirk if weak & work if strong} is NE
(g) In Case A, 1� 2� < � < 1; (�; �) 2 R1 =) {work if weak & shirk if strong}

is NE
(h) In Case A, 1� 2� < � < 1; (�; �) 2 R2 =) {work if weak & work if strong}

is NE
(i) In Case B, 0 < � < 1� 2� =) {shirk if weak & work if strong} is NE
(j) In Case B, 2� < � < 1; (�; �) 2 R1 =) {work if weak & shirk if strong} is

NE
(k) In Case B, 2� < � < 1; (�; �) 2 R2 =) {work if weak & work if strong} is

NE
Notice the equalities (f) "=" (i), (g) "=" (j), (h) "="(k), which hold in the sense

that players� strategies are the same, and � lies on the same side of the relevant
"central interval" (2�; 1 � 2�), (1 � 2�; 2�) depending on whether Case A, Case B
applies.
Based upon this characterization, one could strengthen the theorem by showing

the existence of a single threshold, i.e., v_ = v+, under appropriate circumstances.
For instance suppose that � assigns very little probability to R2; i.e., ability pairs are
widely disparate most of the time. Then, by (a), (b), (c), �C(v) will rise very slowly

7The inequality is equivalent to � � �� > � � (1=2)�; which follows from the fact that � < 1=2
on account of Axiom 1.

8Indeed, with � < �, and (�; �) 2 R2; suppose k(�) is very slightly above 1;while k(�) is much
above 1: Then even though the weak � shirks less in �C compared to �I ( i.e., 1�� < (1+��2�)=2�
as one may easily check), this is outweighed by the much stronger � shirking more in �C compared
to �I . Thus more output will be produced in �I than in �C throughout the convergent process,
i.e., for all v # 2c .
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as we increase v; indeed one can make its slope as small as desired, by reducing � on
R2:In contrast, using the above characterization, � I(v) will rise at a good pace with
v till, after overtaking the nearly horizontal output of �C(�; �; v) at a single crossing
v_ = v+ = v

�, it will also become nearly horizontal much beyond v�:
(3) (Randomness) Output could be be subject to random noise. As long as the

size " of the noise is small compared with the diversity of abilities, i.e., "=(length A)
is small, it would seem that our analysis essentially remains intact. One needs to
substitute the notion of "winning" the prize, (or "losing" it, or getting it "with prob-
ability 1=2") with the looser notions of obtaining the prize with "high probability"
(or "low probability", or "middling probability").
(4) (Multiple e¤ort levels) In a similar vein, one could generalize the model to

allow for multiple e¤ort levels, substituting "work", "shirk" with "high","low" e¤ort
levels; and suitably extending our hypotheses to this broader setting.
(5a) (Variable prize) In many applications, the prize (and hence its value) may

depend upon the abilities of both agents as well as their e¤ort levels. This clearly
does not a¤ect our analysis, provided the variable value remains uniformly high or
uniformly low.
(5b) (Maximizing players�payo¤s) Suppose v depends on the e¤ort levels,

and that its value is considerably enhanced when both work. It is evident that, under
incomplete information, not only is (1; 1) the SD yielding maximal output, it is also
the unique payo¤-maximal point for the players.
(6) (High vs. Low Prizes) The reader will have noticed that the "high prize"

half of our theorem (about the existence of v+) is more robust than the "low prize"
half (about v�): In the "high prize" case ( i.e., for v > v+ and � 2 P ) both play-
ers work, in the game �I(�; �; �; v), at every point (�; �) 2 R = R1 [ R2; while,
if (�; �) 2 R1; both shirk in the subgames of �C(�; �; �; v) when abilities are dis-
parate, which happens with probability 2�(1� �) > 0. So in order to conclude that
�I(�; �; �; v) induces no less e¤ort than �C(�; �; �; v); it really does not matter how
players in behave in �C(�; �; �; v) for the remaining ability pairs (�; �) 2 R2: The
situation, however, becomes tricky for "low prizes" (i.e., for v < v� and � 2 P ).
Recall that here, for (�; �) 2 R1; both players shirk in �I(�; �; �; v) whereas, in
�C(�; �; �; v), both work when similar and both shirk otherwise. But this outperfor-
mance of �C(�; �; �; v) over �I(�; �; �; v) ) in the region R1, albeit by a signi�cant
amount that is bounded away from zero, may be undone by its underperformance on
the complementary region R2. We needed to do a precise calculation to show that
the underperformance went to zero as v # 2c: But is this zero limit an artifact of our
binary model?
Let us step beyond the binary model and contemplate a more general setting. One
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fact is worthy of note: if the diversity of abilities becomes su¢ ciently pronounced
(i.e., length A is large), and if the function k(a)a does not grow fast with a 2 A (e.g.,
it is strongly concave, evincing "sharply decreasing returns to ability"), then R1 will
be a much "bigger" region than R2; and it might then be reasonable to postulate
that � ascribes considerably higher probability to R1 than to R2: This setting enables
us to essentially ignore R2; and bolsters the plausibility of the theorem for the "low
prize" case as well.
(7) ( Multiple Prizes) Though we envisaged a single prize, that is given to

the highest output, this is not critical. For instance, if the prize were to be split in
proportion to the output produced (as is supposed in the vast literature on lobbying9),
a similar result could be articulated. One would have to break R into di¤erent pieces
Q1 and Q2 = RnQ1; where Q1 is made up of pairs (�; �) where k(�)�=� is "suitably
small" (denoting, as ever, the weak by �), and assume that there is enough diversity
of abilities as to guarantee that Q1 occurs with signi�cant probability. After that
the argument would proceed along similar lines

4 Ex Ante Asymmetry: Extensions of the Model

So far we took the model to be ex ante symmetric, partly because that is the time-
honored tradition, but mostly because it made for a simpler presentation. Now we
show how to accomodate ex ante asymmetry, especially in terms of players�informa-
tion. To this end, we shall need to consider somewhat more complex games ��, ���

than uptil now. It will turn out nevertheless that ��, ��� are amenable to analysis
via our theorem from the simple binary world. This is essentially because, as shown
in the theorem, players have the same �xed dominant action across varying ability
pairs (�; �):
Suppose (for i = 1; 2) that player i0s information regarding the abilities of his

rival is given by a partition �i of A. Suppose further that there is a probability
measure � on A; with positive density everywhere on A; and that the ability of each
player is picked according to �; independently of his rival�s ability and of � 2 P:
For simplicity, let us continue to stipulate that each player knows his own ability
precisely. This well-de�nes a game ��with incomplete, asymmetric10 information (in

9See, e.g., (18), (12), (8),(2), (3),(9)
10Note that in �� a player i chooses an action contingent on two variables: his own ability � and

his information W � �i about the ability of his rival j: In an NE of ��; each such action must be
optimal against the map from W to actions that his rival j is playng. That map itself is indexed
(conditioned) by X � �j where X is the unique element of �j that contains �:(It might help to
think of A as a �nite set; in which case NE exist by Kuhn�s theorem and our analysis remains true
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which of course the exogenous data �i; �; etc.of the game is taken to be common
knowledge). Assume that �i is not "too coarse" in the sense that it robustly admits
widely disparate ability-pairs, precisely: there exists �� 2 A and S 2 �i such that
�(S) > 0 and (��; �) 2 R1 for all � 2 S: Since R1 is an open set, we have also
(�; �) 2 R1 for all (�; �) 2 U � S for some neighbourhood U of ��:But then, from
(b) (in the proof of the theorem), it is a strictly dominant strategy11 for player i to
shirk whenever his ability is � and the rival�s is �; for (�; �) 2 U � S: Thus shirking
will occur with positive probability in the game ��. On the other hand, when we
move to the game ��� of incomplete information, with �i = A for both i; it follows
immediately12 from (d) (in the proof of the theorem) that it is strictly dominant for
both players to always work in ���, provided v is large enough. This establishes that
there is more output in ��� than in ��, for large enough v: The dual result regarding
the e¢ cacy of complete information for small v also remains intact under suitable
hypotheses that we leave to the reader.
Next we show how to vary the other characteristics of the players. For this

we return to our basic binary model (the extension to the complex games being
straightforward). The players could have di¤erences in their cost ci of work and
valuation vi of the prize. By independent a¢ ne transformations of utilities, we can
w.l.o.g. take c1 = c2 = c: Then our theorem would hold with the amendment that
vi > v+ for both i or vi < v� for both i: Next suppose the probability �i, ascribed
by i to his rival being weak, also di¤ered for i = 1; 2. In this case one would need
to constrain the �i by requiring that either 2c=vi < �i < 1� 2c=vi for both i or else
1 � 2c=vi < �i < 2c=vi for both i: Finally if even the ability-pair �i; �i attributed
by i to his rival were to be di¤erent across i, the constraint that either (�i; �i) 2 R1
for both i or (�i; �i) 2 R2 for both i; would keep the theorem intact as stated.
Otherwise a more nuanced version of our theorem would need to be developed, using
Facts 1 and 2 in the Appendix below. Indeed, using those two Facts (plus others,
in the same vein, about best replies in di¤erent circumstances), one could analyze
what happens when there is asymmetric information acquisition, e.g.,when one player
learns about the other�s abilities but not vice-versa (the fact that such learning has
taken place being common knowledge). Finally, nothing stops us from considering
di¤erent ambient sets A;B from which the abilities of players 1; 2 are drawn, since
our analysis turns � at bottom � not on symmetry between the players but on

once we postulate that R1 has positive probability. We took A to be a continuum not because of
mathematical necessity but because it seemed more natural.)
11 i.e., it is optimal for i of ability � 2 U to shirk, regardless of the ability � 2 S and of the action

of his rival
12noting that (d) applies for all (�; �) 2 R and all � 2 P (for large enough v):
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their being disparate with decent probability. We leave the precise formulation of
these extensions for future work.

5 Strategic Revelation of Information

Suppose there is a "manager" of the contest who knows the abilities of both players,
while each player knows only his own. The question confronting the manager is
whether to make the information public or not. His aim, of course, is to ensure that
the contest be keen so that maximal output is produced.
Our analysis so far has shown that if the option is limited to revealing all or

nothing, he should reveal all if the prize is small, and reveal nothing if it is big. But
there are strategies of partial revelation, in between these two extremes, which may
often stand the manager in better stead. We shall show a typical example of this in
our binary model.
First �x (�; �) 2 R1 with � "much stronger" than �. Also suppose 0 < 2� <

1 � 2� < � < 1 and that � � probability of �; is "not too far" above 1 � 2�: (The
words within quotes shall become clear shortly.)
Recall that nature picks the four pairs (�; �); (�; �); (�; �); (�; �) with probabil-

ities �2; �(1 � �); (1 � �)�; (1 � �)2: Let the manager reveal players�abilities with
probability q if, and only if, they are di¤erent:We shall show that with a judicious
choice of q the manager can get them to produce more than in either �C(�; �; �; v)
or �I(�; �; �; v).
Suppose the manager�s "q� revelation" policy, described above, is in place. When

the players are revealed to be disparate by the announcement of the manager (an
event which occurs with probability q2�(1��)), both will shirk since the ability-pair
is in R1 (by (b) in the proof of the Theorem). Otherwise the situation is as follows.
When his own ability is �, a player will impute probabilities �; (1 � q)(1 � �)

to his rival having abilities �, � and there being no announcement (instead of the
probabilities �; 1 � � that he imputed in �I(�; �; �; v)); which, after normalization,
is tantamount to conditional13 probabilities �; 1� � of the rival being of type �; � for
some � > � (i.e., the e¤ective probability of the rival being the weak � is raised ).
Since � > 2� to start with, we have � > 2�: But then by Fact 1 in the appendix, a
player will work whenever he is of ability �:
Next when his own ability is �, a player will impute probabilities (1�q)�; (1��)

to his rival having abilities �; � and there being no announcement (instead of the
probabilities �; 1 � � that he imputed in �I(�; �; �; v)); which, after normalization,
13 i.e., conditional on there being no announcement
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is tantamount to probabilities probabilities �; 1 � � of �; � where � < � (i.e., the
e¤ective probability of the rival being the weak � is lowered ). Since � is not too far
above 1� 2� to start with, we can arrange for � < 1� 2� by a suitable choice of q:
But then by Fact 2 in the appendix, a player will work whenever he is of ability �:
Thus under the manager�s policy of q� revelation, both agents will shirk when

they are revealed di¤erent, i.e., they will both shirk with probability q2�(1 � �) ;
and will both work with the complementary probability. By (b) of the proof of the
Theorem, they both shirk with higher probability 2�(1��) in the game �C(�; �; �; v).
Thus the q� revelation policy induces more output than �C(�; �; �; v): Also we see
from (g) of Remark 1 that the weak � works and the strong � shirks in �I(�; �; �; v):
By taking � much larger than k(�)� it is evident that q� revelation also induces
more output than �I(�; �; �; v) since it gets the much-more-productive � to work
with signi�cant probability.
It is clear that a similar maneuver of partial revelation can be carried out, with

the attendant bene�ts, at many other points in our space � of games.

6 Appendix

We indicate the routine calculation of NE of �I(�; �; �; v); by working out one case
(the rest being similar). As before, we denote � < �; i.e., � is weak and � is strong.
Fact 1 If a player i is of ability �, and i0s rival is �; � with probabilities �; (1��)

respectively, then 1 (work) dominates 0 (shirk) for i if 2� < � and (�; �) 2 R (and,
somewhat more weakly: 0 dominates 1 for i if 2� > � and (�; �) 2 R1).
(In the above statement, interpret � as the probability assigned by i that his rival

is the weak �. The analogous assignment by his rival has clearly no bearing on the
matter. Also, needless to say, � � c=v refers to i0s cost c and i0s valuation v:)
It su¢ ces to check that 1 dominates 0 when (�; �) 2 R1 (because 1 does even

better for i compared to 0, against any pure strategy of the rival, when (�; �) 2 R2).
Suppose the rival chooses the pure strategy f0; 0g : Then if i chooses 0; he gets v=2
with probability � and 0 with probability (1 � �); hence he gets �v=2 on average.
On the other hand, if i chooses 1; he gets v � c with probability � and �c with
probability (1 � �); hence �v � c on average. Since � > 2� = 2c=v; we see that
1 does better for i than 0; if the rival plays f0; 0g : (The argument also shows, but
only for (�; �) 2 R1; that 0 does better for i than 1; against the rival�s f0; 0g ; if
� < 2�.) Similar calculations con�rm that the superiority of 1 over 0 (or 0 over 1
under the appropriate clauses) remains true if the rival plays f1; 0g ; f0; 1g, or f1; 1g,
establishing Fact 1.
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Fact 2 If a player i is of ability �, and i0s rival is �; � with probabilities �; (1��)
respectively, then 1 (work) dominates 0 (shirk) for i if � < 1 � 2� and (�; �) 2 R
(and, somewhat more weakly: 0 dominates 1 for i if � > 1� 2� and (�; �) 2 R1)
Again it su¢ ces to check that 1 dominates 0 for (�; �) 2 R1 (because 0 does even

worse for i compared to 1, against any pure strategy of the rival, when (�; �) 2 R2).
Suppose the rival chooses the pure strategy f0; 0g : Then if i chooses 0; he gets v
with probability � and v=2 with probability (1� �); hence he gets �v+((1� �)v=2)
on average. On the other hand, if i chooses 1; he gets v � c with probability � and
v � c with probability (1 � �); hence v � c on average. Since � < 1 � 2� = 2c=v;
we see that 1 does better for i than 0; if the rival plays f1; 0g :(The argument also
shows, but only for (�; �) 2 R1; that 0 does better for i than 1; against the rival�s
f0; 0g ; if � > 1� 2�). Similar calculations con�rm that these claims remain true if
the rival plays f1; 0g ; f0; 1g, or f1; 1g, establishing Fact 2
The two facts together establish claim (d) in the proof of the theorem, as well as

(g), (j) of Remark 1.
Claims (ea) and (eb) in the proof, and (f), (h), (i), (k) of Remark 1, are established

in a similar fashion. Finally the computation of the mixed strategy NE, and the
veri�cation that there are no other NE, is also completely standard.
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